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SUMMARY
We address the problem of scheduling tasks characterized by dynamic completion time
behavior. Existing scheduling methodologies reduce problems to using constant task du-
rations and are therefore not suitable for problems with more complex completion time
behavior. One such problem is scheduling applications on computer networks with time-
varying communication channel capacities.
We present a methodology that can be used to solve such problems. The specific con-
tributions of this work are: (a) a novel representation for the completion time of tasks in
scheduling problems, (b) a method for approximating that representation efficiently using
an affine over-approximation, and (c) a mixed-integer programming-based formulation to
solve a variety of scheduling problems using this representation and approximation. The
resulting framework can be used to solve scheduling problems with time-varying task du-
rations, and thus solve problems with time-varying communication links or resources.
A case study is provided, in which we devise a scheduling scheme for computation
on a computer network composed of processors onboard a satellite constellation. This
example is an instance of scheduling applications on computer networks with known time-
varying communication channel capacities and the results of the case study demonstrate





In recent years, onboard processing and networking capabilities available for vehicles
have become sufficient to enable the processing of complex real-time mission-critical ap-
plications using an offboard processor, as well as the processing of applications originating
from an offboard source onboard the vehicle [1][2]. The concept of processing mission-
critical applications offboard is referred to as offloading. In the context of robotics offload-
ing is studied as cloud robotics [3], of which there exist several practical implementations
[4][5]. Most of these, however, focus on offloading within the existing cloud paradigm, in
which the offboard resources are centralized in a datacenter. However, if the offboard pro-
cessors and sources are other vehicles within the same networked group, offloading within
the group is attractive for vehicles whose regular operation varies with circumstance, such
as allowing load balancing within the network, or faster response times for mission-critical
applications shared amongst the group. Also, if a vehicle within the group suffers a fail-
ure in either networking or processing hardware, the vehicle’s mission-critical applications
can be offloaded within the network to ensure continued operation, as long as network
connectivity is maintained.
However, to efficiently offload within the network, the scheduler needs to account for
changes in network parameters, such as available processor and networking resources. In
order to account for changes in network parameters, the changes must be known prior to
scheduling. In certain problems, the evolution of the network parameters can be predicted
with certainty, such as in the case of a satellite constellation. For other cases, such as in a
platoon of cars, network state estimation is a problem that must be first solved. Estimating
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these changes for vehicular networks has been solved by predicting the evolution of the
network based on the environment knowledge and the paths of the component vehicles [6].
There has been work on parameter estimation and prediction for networks based on groups
of unmanned aerial vehicles [7]. Predicting the behavior of general mobile networks has
shown promising results, expanding the potential application of distributed computing on
mobile processors to agents whose paths are uncontrolled [8].
There has been recent interest in finding scheduling strategies for offloading problems
involving vehicles. One approach has focused on path planning with offloading objec-
tive formulated around static resources such as cell towers, [9][10]. Another has solved

















tasks for Vehicle A
Mission-critical
tasks for Vehicle B
Figure 1.1: Visualization of offloading within a network.
We instead approach the scheduling and assignment of processing tasks within these
2
vehicle networks from the perspective of adapting scheduling theory to accommodate time-
varying completion time behavior and formulating a mixed-integer program (MIP) to solve
for the schedule.
1.2 Problem setting
To solve the problem of efficiently managing onboard resources and applications, we
focus on scheduling and assignment problems for time-varying networks, with a particular
focus on solving problems involving message passing across channels with time-varying
capacities.
In this context, a scheduling problem consists of finding a mapping between a set of
tasks and a positive interval, which can be thought of as time. The mapping of the output
may represent the starting time of a task, the completion time, or the interval of operation.
In this work, we look for mappings that yield the starting times of each task. The result of
solving a scheduling problem is a schedule.
A major distinction in scheduling schemes is whether they are static or dynamic. In a
static scheduling scheme, all tasks and their parameters are assumed to be known prior to
the computation of the schedule and subsequent operations, and the scheduling of all tasks
happens prior to execution of any tasks. In a dynamic scheduling scheme, tasks are assumed
to arrive sporadically, and the scheduling of a task occurs at arrival. In this thesis, the focus
is on static scheduling schemes. An assignment problem consists of finding a mapping
between a set of tasks and a set of targets. In scheduling problems with multiple machines,
otherwise known as scheduling and assignment problems, the set of targets represents the
machines or workers available, and the result of solving such problems is a schedule and
an assignment of every task to a machine. In the context of scheduling and assignment, the
resulting assignment mapping need not be onto or one-to-one.
A schedule is feasible if every task has a corresponding starting time in the resulting
schedule and all of the constraints of the problem are met. Likewise, if there are mul-
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tiple machines, every task must have a machine assignment. Constraints of the problem
may include additional concepts such as task-specific deadlines, fairness requirements, and
restrictions on machine assignment. A particular scheduling problem is feasible if there
exists a feasible schedule for that problem.
The constraint that is present in every scheduling problem is the no-overlap constraint,
which requires that the runtime intervals of two tasks on the same machine cannot intersect.
Thus any schedule that meets the no-overlap constraint will be onto time. The runtime
interval of a task represents the time that a task occupies a machine. In problems without
preemption, the runtime interval is defined by the starting time and completion time of a
task. Preemption allows a task to override another task during execution, so the scheduled
time for tasks is no longer guaranteed to be contiguous. In this thesis, we do not consider
problems with preemption.
The no-overlap constraint combined with a shared deadline for all tasks yields the base
problem class. Problems within the base problem class are defined by the number of tasks
N , the scheduling window length W , and completion time behavior that is the same for
every task and is well-defined over the scheduling window. A feasible schedule to a prob-
lem within the base problem class satisfies the no-overlap constraint, and has a starting
time and completion time for every task that lies within the scheduling window, defined as
D = [0,W ]. The completion time of a task is determined by its starting time and comple-
tion time behavior.
Graham’s taxonomy is a formal classification of scheduling problems, which we use
as a reference to establish problem variations [15]. Common to all scheduling problems
within Graham’s taxonomy is a set ofN jobs to be scheduled on a set ofM machines using
some optimality criterion. Hereafter, we use the terms ’job’ and ’task’ interchangeably and
assume the same meaning. The optimality criteria of scheduling problems within the tax-
onomy are functions of the completion time Ci of each task i. Within Graham’s taxonomy,
a problem can be defined as having unit processing time, in which each job has identical
4
processing time. Within this thesis, we refer to this type as a problem having uniform tasks,
and nonuniform tasks if this is not the case. If certain jobs require that other jobs must com-
plete before initiation, then the problem has precedence between jobs, otherwise known as
the problem having task precedence or precedence relations. When the processing time
for a given task is the same across every assignable machine, the problem is referred to as
having identical parallel machines. Within this thesis, we refer to this as problems having
uniform machines, or nonuniform machines if this is not the case. In problems where a
given job can only be assigned to a subset of the machines, the problem has heterogeneous
machines, otherwise homogeneous. In situations where the subset of machines is partly
determined by the assignments of preceding jobs, the problem has machine precedence.
Figure 1.2: Visualization of a scheduling problem and a feasible schedule with uniform
tasks, precedence relations, multiple uniform machines, and machine precedence.
In this thesis, we examine problems that use makespan as the optimality criterion.
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Makespan is the duration from the start of the scheduling window to completion of the
latest task to complete. For problems with makespan as the optimality criterion, if the
makespan of a schedule is greater than the length of the scheduling window, the schedule
is infeasible.
Scheduling problems with more than two machines are known to be NP-complete [16],
and scheduling and assignment within a time-varying network are at least NP-complete.
The scheduling problems described in Graham’s taxonomy are generally applicable to
a range of topics, including operations and communications, as are the results we present.
However, the motivating problem of this thesis pertains to scheduling computer processors,
so we reference work focused on solving scheduling problems for computer processor net-
works. Scheduling with multiple machines in the context of computer processors is well
studied and known as multiprocessor scheduling. Initial work by Shen [17] and Sinclair
[18] focused on static assignment in distributed computer systems. Static assignment can
be thought of as a scheduling and assignment problem where the tasks never complete.
True scheduling and assignment on processor networks was first considered by El-Rewini
[19]. Kwok examined the same problems with further modifications on the task and ma-
chine requirements, including precedence relations [20].
An important consideration in scheduling on processor networks is non-negligible com-
munications, whether considered as delay, cost, or separate tasks. Mixed-integer program-
ming based scheduling incorporating communication costs or delay has been recently in-
vestigated by Davidoc [21] and Vengopalan [22]. Another approach to handling communi-
cation is to schedule message passing tasks along with the processor tasks. Metzner devel-
oped a SAT formulation for scheduling on distributed real-time systems considering task
precedence constraints, memory, and a time-division multiple access CAN-bus style com-
munication paradigm, a form of message passing scheduling [23]. Of interest to our moti-
vations is work on hard real-time scheduling in multiprocessors systems [24], and on hard
real-time scheduling with communication constraints by Peng [25]. Abdelzahar solved for
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a variant of this approach for distributed real-time systems involving real-time channels
and synchronization constraints[26]. Craciunas developed a SAT and mixed-integer pro-
gram based static scheduling scheme for problems involving communication over switched
multi-speed networks [27].
The focus of this work is on scheduling problems with time-varying parameters. That
is not to say the challenges in dynamic systems have not been considered. A mixed-integer
linear programming formulation for allocations of tasks with uncertain execution times on
a static network has been solved [28], as has scheduling and assignment on networks with
uncertain time-varying nodes [29]. Time-varying network parameters are not foreign to the
field of network channel scheduling either, dynamic power allocation and routing has been
solved for time-varying wireless networks [30].
However, none of the work currently addressing scheduling for time-varying systems
considers problems where the time-varying nature of the completion time behavior is well-
defined, which is what we consider in this thesis.
1.3 Overview of thesis
The contributions of this thesis are a novel completion time model for scheduling prob-
lems, a method to approximate problems within the model to yield efficient scheduling
solutions, and mixed-integer programs to solve a variety of scheduling problems using the
approximation method, demonstrated by a case study.
The main body of this thesis is organized into three chapters. Chapter 2 consists of
our novel completion time model, approximation methods, a mixed-integer program based
scheduling scheme, and results relating to scheduling using the approximations. Chapter 3
consists of an introduction to scheduling problem variations, the associated mixed-integer
program modifications required to schedule them, and numerical results demonstrating the
benefits of the approximation method for problems with these additional constraints. Chap-
ter 4 consists of an examination of a case study, along with the solution for a particular
7




In scheduling problems, the completion time of a task is determined by its starting time,
assignment, and completion time behavior; that is, the time at which a task is completed is
dependent upon the time at which the task starts, the machine that the task is assigned to,
and the mapping from the starting time and assignment to the completion time. Existing
methods for scheduling assume the completion time behavior of a task i is defined by the
task’s processing duration di. Thus, the completion time of a task is constrained to the form
Ci = si + di, where si is the starting time of task i. Additionally, di is typically assumed
to be the duration of task i in the worst case. When the processing time of a tasks varies in
time itself, e.g. dynamic voltage and frequency scaling processing or physically determined
wireless links, a constant worst case processing time based scheduling method can yield
ineffective results. To account for this, the completion time behavior can be represented
using a time-varying duration, di(t). In this thesis, we account for time-varying processing
time and characterizeCi using a task’s completion time function δ(t), such thatCi = δi(si).
Using this characterization, the time-varying duration can still be found, as di(t) = δi(t)−t.
Definition 1 (Completion time function). Given a time-horizon H ∈ R>0, a function δ :
D → R is a completion time function if
δ(t1) ≤ δ(t2) ∀t1, t2 ∈ D with t1 ≤ t2 (2.1)
δ(t) ≥ t ∀t ∈ D (2.2)
where D = [0, H].
Property (2.1) enforces that a task cannot be finished earlier if started later. In such
a situation where a task might finish sooner if started later, one could wait until the later
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starting time to actually start the task, in which case the completion time would be the
same. Property (2.2) enforces that a task cannot be finished prior to when it is started.







sin(2t) + 1 (2.3)
with a prediction horizon of H ≥ 2π. The candidate function is a valid completion







+ cos(t) + cos(2t) ≥ 0 (2.4)
for all t ∈ D, which can be seen with the equivalent statement


























sin(2t) + 1 ≥ t (2.6)
(2.7)
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(a) Completion Time Function
(b) Completion Time Function Derivative (c) Completion Time Function Duration
Figure 2.1: Completion time graph with derivative and duration for (2.3). Note that the
derivative is non-negative over the entire interval, and the duration is non-negative over the
interval, as they relate to the completion time function properties.
For a problem in the base class with a completion time function, we can find the





where δN(t) denotes the N th self-composition of δ about t. For scheduling purposes, we
need only consider problems in which the length of the scheduling window is at most the
prediction horizon, that is W ≤ H . Thus, in order for there to be a feasible schedule with
any number of tasks, the completion time of a task begun at the start must be at most the
prediction horizon, that is δ(0) ≤ H .
2.1 Over-approximation
In this context, an approximation is a function that can be used in place of the com-
pletion time function to solve for a schedule. Over particular interest to the scheduling
problems discussed in this work is over-approximations.
Definition 2. A function f̃(x) is an over-approximation of f(x) if
f̃(x) ≥ f(x) (2.10)
for all x.
When scheduling using an approximation of the completion time function, an over-
approximation is necessary in order to ensure that the resulting schedule is feasible when
evaluated with the original completion time function. We will first give an intuitive un-
derstanding of this with an example, and then provide a proposition that embodies this
statement and a proof for the proposition.
Example 2. Consider a problem with a prediction horizon H = 4π and the example com-




































≥ sin(t) + 1
2
sin(2t) (2.15)
which holds for all t ∈ D.
Figure 2.2: Completion time graph of (2.3) overlayed with the direct approximation (2.12)
and the over-approximation (2.13).
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Let Eapprox and Eover-approx be the total error of δapprox and δover-approx over D. In terms of
overall error, the over-approximation is less favorable, i.e. Eapprox < Eover-approx, computed




































so for N = 3 the approximation makespan is
δ3approx(0) = 4.75, (2.19)
which is less than the original completion time function makespan,







sin(2) + 1 = 3.796 (2.21)
δ3(0) = 6.56825. (2.22)
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This implies that if N = 3 and W = 5, the problem is infeasible using the original comple-
tion time function, but feasible using the direct approximation δapprox, so any property of a
schedule found using the direct approximation could not be guaranteed when the schedule
is used with the original system. However, the over-approximation makespan is
δover-approx = 11.875, (2.23)
which is greater than the original completion time function makespan, and therefore a
schedule found using the over-approximation can be guaranteed in the same sense that
a schedule found using the direct approximation cannot.
Proposition 1. If δ̃(t) is an over-approximation of a completion time function δ(t), i.e.
δ̃(t) ≥ δ(t) (2.24)
for all t ∈ D, then any feasible problem in the base class using δ̃(t) is also feasible using
the underlying completion time function δ(t), i.e.
δ̃N(0) ≤ W =⇒ δN(0) ≤ W (2.25)
for all N ∈ Z>0 and for all W ∈ [0, H].
Proof. Note that for all scheduling windows, the makespan of an appoximation being less
than the makespan of the completion time function is equivalent to the makespan of the
approximation being less than the makespan of the completion time function, i.e.
(δ̃N(0) ≤ W =⇒ δN(0) ≤ W ) ⇐⇒ (δ̃N(0) ≥ δN(0)). (2.26)
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So, if (2.26) holds, Proposition 1 will also hold, i.e.
δ̃(t) ≥ δ(t) ∀t ∈ D =⇒ (δ̃N(0) ≤ δN(0)) ∀N ∈ Z>0. (2.27)
We show (2.27), and thus Proposition 1, using a proof by induction. Assume that δ̃(t) and
δ(t) satisfy (2.24). We begin with the initial case, N = 1, and show (2.29) to be true. The
first self-composition of each function about zero is
δ̃1(0) ≥ δ1(0), (2.28)
which is equivalent to each function itself at zero,
δ̃(0) ≥ δ(0). (2.29)
From (2.24) and the fact that 0 ∈ D = [0, H], we have know (2.29) to be true, which is
what we set out to show.
Next, we assume (2.29) to hold for the nth case, that is scheduling when N = n tasks,
δ̃n(0) ≥ δn(0), (2.30)
and we show that it holds for the the n+ 1th case, that is when scheduling N = n+ 1 tasks,
δ̃n+1(0) ≥ δn+1(0), (2.31)
which is equivalent to the completion time of a task started at the completion time of the
nth task,
δ̃(δ̃n(0)) ≥ δ(δn(0)). (2.32)
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From the super-linear property of a valid completion time function (2.1) and the nth case,
we have that
δ(δ̃n(0)) ≥ δ(δn(0)), (2.33)
and from (2.24) and (2.33), we know that to be equivalent to
δ̃(δ̄n(0)) ≥ δ(δ̃n(0)), (2.34)
and from (2.30) and (2.34), we know that to be equivalent to
δ̃(δ̄n(0)) ≥ δ(δn(0)), (2.35)
which is equivalent to
δ̃n+1(0) ≥ δn+1(0). (2.36)
This completes the proof.
2.2 Worst case processing time approximation
The worst case processing time (WCPT) approximation of a completion time function
takes the form
δ̂(t) = t+ d, (2.37)





The WCPT approximation of the completion time function is an over-approximation
and a valid completion time function over the approximation interval, which may be differ-
ent from the scheduling window if the approximation interval is modified. Since the WCPT
approximation is a valid completion time function, the makespan of problems in the base





This is the form that must be used with existing scheduling methods, else the resulting
schedule may not be feasible with the original completion time function.
2.3 Affine over-approximation
In the context of this work, an affine function takes the form
f(x) = ax+ b. (2.40)
An affine over-approximation δ̄(t) of a completion time function δ(t) then takes the form
δ̄(t) = k1t+ k2 ≥ δ(t) (2.41)
for all t ∈ D.
An affine over-approximation of a completion time function is appealing for three rea-
sons:
1. As an over-approximation by definition, we can guarantee that any resulting sched-
ules are feasible using the original completion time function, as shown by Proposition
1.
2. We can encode the affine over-approximation as in a mixed-integer program for
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scheduling, with no corresponding increase in size of the program over using a
WCPT approximation.
3. If we can find an affine over-approximation using our method, then the set of feasi-
ble problems using the WCPT approximation is a strict subset of the set of feasible
problems using the affine over-approximation, shown by Proposition 2.
We present an algorithm and a quadratic program for finding such an affine over-
approximation:
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for finding affine over-approximation of a continuous completion
time function
1: input: Completion Time Function δ(t)
2: output: Affine Over-Approximation k1, k2,∆
3: initialize:
4: tmp∆← ∆← 0
5: tmpk1 ← k1 ← 1
6: tmpk2 ← k2 ← d
7: while tmpk2 ≥ δ(0) and |{t | δ(t)− tmpk1t− tmpk2 = 0, t ∈ D}| = 0 do
8: ∆← tmp∆
9: k1 ← tmpk1
10: k2 ← tmpk2
11: tmp∆← tmp∆− i
12: tmpk1 ← 1 + tmp∆H
13: tmpk2 ← d− tmp∆
14: end while
Algorithm 1 iterates downwards from the WCPT approximation until it intersects the
completion time function, remaining fixed at the intersection with the prediction horizon.
The algorithm yields a defining metric of the approximation ∆ ∈ (0, d), that can be used
to uniquely define δ̄(t).
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If the completion time function is not known over the entire prediction horizon, but
instead a sample is known, then the affine over-approximation can be found by solving a











In order to ensure the resulting approximation is an over-approximation, we introduce a
constraint on the error that is
e ≥ 0, (2.44)
and in order to ensure that the resulting approximation returns an approximation that is
over-bounded by the WCPT approximation, we add add the constraint
k1H + k2 = H + d. (2.45)











k1H + k2 = H + d.
(2.46)
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where δ represents a vector of the samples, t represents a vector of the sample times, 1 is
a vector of ones of the same length as the samples, H is the length of the approximation
interval, and d is the worst case processing time. We assume that the completion time
function sample includes a sample at the start, i.e. δ0 = δ(0). When finding ∆ using the
output k1, k2 of the quadratic program (2.46), the range of ∆ is the same as when it is found
using Algorithm 1. The size of (2.46) is T + 1 constraints with 2 variables, where T is the
number of sample times over the approximation interval.
2.3.1 Modification of the approximation interval
Observe that as the scheduling window will never be greater than the prediction horizon,
there will not be a feasible schedule that includes a task starting time at or after the end of
the prediction horizon. Knowing this, we can narrow the interval over which we make
our approximation in order to gain a tighter approximation. When we do this, the interval




s.t. δ(t) ≥ H. (2.48)
If we modify (2.43) and (2.45) correspondingly, we can generate approximations that are
tighter over the relevant interval for scheduling. As the modified approximation interval is
constructed such that no feasible schedule would have a starting time outside the interval,
any schedules found using these approximations will still obey the same properties over the
modified approximation interval, e.g. feasibility ordering due to over-approximation. Note
that because a completion function can be monotonic non-decreasing, there can be multiple
times that qualify for the new approximation interval. In order to produce beneficial results
with our approximation algorithm, we take the earliest time at which the completion time
function satisfies the requirement. Hereafter, this technique for the modification of the
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approximation interval is applied for all examples and numerical studies.
Figure 2.3: Resulting affine approximation and WCPT approximation of (2.3) using Al-
gorithm 1. The modified approximation interval is represented by the unshaded area to
the left of the dotted line. The end of the interval is indicated by the dotted purple line,
which otherwise is indicated by the intercept of the WCPT approximation and the affine
over-approximation.
2.3.2 Mixed-integer program
We solve for schedules of problems in the base problem class using a mixed-integer
program. Specifically, those are problems involving finding starting times in a scheduling
window for a set of tasks sharing a common completion time function and no additional






which corresponds to minimizing the makespan, i.e. the completion time of the last sched-
uled task. The starting times of each task are constrained to be non-negative,
si ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N, (2.50)
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in order to enforce that all tasks start within the scheduling window. The no-overlap con-
straint is enforced using a disjunctive boolean decision variable, as described in [31], with
a desired definition of
σi,j =

1, sj ≤ Ci
0, otherwise
(2.51)
which is enforced by the constraint
sj − Ci −W (σi,j − 1) ≥ 0 ∀i 6= j ∈ N. (2.52)
With the definition (2.51) for the disjunctive variable enforced by (2.52), the no-overlap
constraint can be enforced with the program constraint
σi,j + σj,i = 1 ∀i 6= j ∈ N, (2.53)
which implies that for every pair of tasks, one and only one of the pair of tasks must
complete before the other starts. When using the WCPT approximation, the completion
time of a task is defined in the program by
Ci = si + d ∀i ∈ N. (2.54)
When using an affine over-approximation with coefficients k1, k2 such as one found using
Algorithm 1, the completion time of a task is defined in the program by
Ci = k1si + k2 ∀i ∈ N. (2.55)
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The scheduling window length is enforced by the constraint
Ci ≤ W ∀i ∈ N, (2.56)






s.t. si ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N
sj − Ci −W (σi,j − 1) ≥ 0 ∀i 6= j ∈ N
σi,j + σj,i = 1 ∀i 6= j ∈ N
Ci ≤ W ∀i ∈ N
Ci = k1si + k2 ∀i ∈ N.
(2.57)
(a) WCPT Approximation Schedule (b) Affine Approximation Schedule
Figure 2.4: The resulting schedule of program (2.57) when using the affine approximation
and WCPT approximation of (2.3).
The resulting number of variables in program (2.57) isN2 and the number of constraints
is N2, using either the WCPT approximation or affine over-approximation. Hence, the size
of the program is unchanged when moving from the WCPT approximation to an affine
over-approximation.
We do not assert that the mixed-integer program is the fastest way to solve for sched-
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ules in the base problem class, however it provides us with a basis that we can use to
directly compare the difficulty of scheduling by way of mixed-integer program using the
two approximations.
2.3.3 Feasibility of scheduling using the affine over-approximation
We can represent the affine over-approximation produced using Algorithm 1 as
δ̄(t) = k1t+ k2, (2.58)
with the coefficients as a function of the prediction horizon, the worst case processing time,
and ∆ ∈ [0, d),




k2 = d−∆. (2.60)
The affine over-approximation (2.58) is itself a valid completion time function when
using coefficients (2.59) and (2.60) and a valid ∆, as found using Algorithm 1 or quadratic
program (2.46). The resulting function will meet the monotonic non-decreasing property
(2.1) of a valid completion time function, as the continuous completion time function prop-
erty can be expressed as
d
dt
δ̄(t) ≥ 0, (2.61)
which in terms of the affine over-approximation coefficients is
k1 ≥ 0, (2.62)
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We know (2.63) to be true as H ∈ R>0 and ∆ ∈ [0, d). The resulting function also meets
the super-linear property (2.2) of a valid completion time function, which in terms of the
affine over-approximation coefficients is
(k1 − 1)t+ k2 ≥ 0, (2.64)
and when evaluated in terms of ∆ becomes
∆
H
t+ d−∆ ≥ 0 (2.65)
for all t ∈ D. We know (2.65) to be true, as ∆ ∈ [0, d).
Since the resulting affine over-approximation is a valid completion time function, the















The WCPT approximation, δ̂(t) is an over-approximation of the affine over-approximation,
δ̄(t) within the prediction horizon. That is
δ̄(t) = (1 +
∆
H
)t+ d−∆ ≤ t+ d = δ̂(t) (2.67)
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− 1) ≤ 0 (2.68)
which we know (2.68) to be true, as ∆ ≥ 0 and t ∈ [0, H].
Proposition 2. If an affine over-approximation δ̄(t) can be found with ∆ > 0, the set of
feasible problems using δ̂(t) is a strict subset of the set of feasible problems using δ̄(t) in
the base problem class. This means that the δ̄(t) makespan is at most the δ̂(t) makespan for
every number of tasks, and that there exists a number of tasks for which the δ̄(t) makespan
is strictly less than the δ̂(t) makespan, i.e.
(W̄min(N) ≤ Ŵmin(N) ∀N ∈ Z>0) ∧ (∃N |W̄min(N) < Ŵmin(N)). (2.69)
.
Proof. Assume that
∆ > 0. (2.70)
We know from (2.67) and Proposition 1, that
W̄min(N) ≤ Ŵmin(N) ∀N ∈ Z>0. (2.71)
This leaves us to show that
∃N |W̄min(N) < Ŵmin(N). (2.72)
Consider the set of problems where N = 1, which is a subset of any non-empty set of
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feasible problems. The equivalent of (2.72) for the case of N = 1 is
W̄min(1) < Ŵmin(1). (2.73)
From (2.39) and (2.66), we have that (2.73) is equivalent to
d−∆ < d, (2.74)
which reduces to
∆ > 0. (2.75)
This completes the proof.
2.4 Numerical results
We demonstrate what we have shown using five sampled randomly generated comple-
tion time functions, which can be seen in Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 and are here-
after referred to as the demonstration functions. Each of the sampled functions, δn, n ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} is generated over a prediction horizon of H = 10 with one hundred samples.
The zero-intercept of each is drawn from a uniform distribution over [0.25, 1.25]. Each
successive sample difference is drawn from a uniform distribution over [max{ti − δn[i −
1], 0}, φnti] where φ = [2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4], ti is the sample time, and δn[i − 1] is the sample
of δn at the previous time step. We then find the worst case processing time and affine
over-approximation coefficients for each demonstration function over a reduced approxi-
mation interval. For a representation of each demonstration function, we have calculated
the least squares linear fit of each demonstration function. The resulting linear fit, worst
case processing time, and affine over-approximation coefficients are listed in Table 2.1.
Note that for the first demonstration function, the affine over-approximation is equivalent
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to the WCPT. As the slope of the linear fit increases, so does the difference between the
WCPT and the affine over-approximation.
We use the mixed-integer program (2.57) to solve for the schedule using the demonstra-
tion function, the WCPT approximation of the demonstration function and the affine over-
approximation of the demonstration function found using the quadratic program (2.46).
The program solution is computed using the Python MIP package with CBC as the backed
solver on an Intel Core i7-8700K clocked at 3.70 GHz [32][33]. As stated in Proposition 2,
every problem in which the WCPT approximation is feasible, the affine over-approximation
is also feasible, and the makespan of the affine over-approximation is at most that of the
WCPT approximation.
Table 2.1: Function identifier, linear approximation, WCPT approximation, and affine over-
approximation of demonstration functions.
Function h1 h2 d k1 k2
1 1.009 1.195 1.785 1.0 1.785
2 1.168 0.990 2.660 1.103 1.630
3 1.511 1.349 6.357 1.210 4.261
4 1.664 0.6446 7.436 1.500 2.431
5 2.160 0.338 11.582 1.728 4.299
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(a) Completion Time Function
(b) Approximations (c) Makespans
Figure 2.5: Completion time graph, approximations, and resulting makespans of demon-
stration function one. The modification of the approximation interval yields no different
result from approximating over the original interval. Also, the WCPT approximation and
the affine over-approximation resulting from quadratic program (2.46) are the same.
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(a) Completion Time Function
(b) Approximations (c) Makespans
Figure 2.6: Completion time graph, approximations, and resulting makespans of demon-
stration function two. The modified approximation interval can be seen to end shortly
before the intercept of the completion time function with the scheduling window length.
(a) Completion Time Function
(b) Approximations (c) Makespans
Figure 2.7: Completion time graph, approximations, and resulting makespans of demon-
stration function three. The modified approximation interval can be seen to end just before
the intercept of the completion time function with the scheduling window length.
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(a) Completion Time Function
(b) Approximations (c) Makespans
Figure 2.8: Completion time graph, approximations, and resulting makespans of demon-
stration function four. The modified approximation interval can be seen to end at the inter-
cept of the completion time function with the scheduling window length.
(a) Completion Time Function
(b) Approximations (c) Makespans
Figure 2.9: Completion time graph, approximations, and resulting makespans of demon-
stration function five. The modified approximation interval can be seen to end at the inter-




In order to make practical use of the affine over-approximation, we must examine other
types of scheduling problems. We do not show the same results as we did for the base
problem class, but instead demonstrate numerically that for certain problems within these
additional classes, the results of scheduling using the affine over-approximation provides
similar behavior to that shown for the base problem class in Chapter 2.
In this chapter, we review variations of the base scheduling problem that capture dif-
ferent behaviors and requirements. Except for machine precedence, all variations originate
from Graham’s taxonomy. We have only included those that we need to solve for a schedule
in our case study. Others that would materially affect the efficiency of the approximation
method include release times, machines whose performance is proportional to each other,
and locality requirements.
3.1 Nonuniform tasks
When a problem involves tasks that do not have identical completion time character-
istics, the problem has nonuniform tasks. The scheduling of two applications composed
of a different number of atomic operations is an example of a problem with nonuniform
tasks. The solutions to problems with nonuniform tasks modelled using the completion
time representation are nontrivial, unlike the solutions to problems with nonuniform tasks
modelled using processing time. In effect, finding an exact solution to the problem becomes
intractable, which allows us to demonstrate the benefit of using an approximation.
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3.1.1 Modified MIP
For nonuniform problems, we modify the completion time constraint for the WCPT
approximation in program (2.57) to be
Ci = si + di (3.1)
for all i ∈ N , where di is the worst case processing time for task i. We modify completion
time constraint for the affine approximation to be
Ci = ki,1si + ki,2 (3.2)
for all i ∈ N , where ki,1, ki,2 are the affine approximation coefficients for task i.
The number of variables of the mixed-integer program used to solve a problem with
nonuniform task completion time functions is the same as the number of variables and
constraints of the mixed-integer program (2.57). This is to say that the difficulty of the
programs scales the same, although the actual time to compute a problem of a certain size
can differ. However, the approximation algorithm must now be computed for each task,
so the complexity scales linearly with the number of tasks. The basic problem class can
be reduced to a problem with nonuniform completion times by creating N copies of the
relevant approximation parameters.
3.1.2 Benefits of approximation
Let us introduce mixed-integer program (3.3) that solves for the schedule of a nonuni-
form problem using an exact sample of the completion time function. We must modify the
sampled function to solve for the schedule, changing δ : T → R>0 into δ̌ : T → Y where
T represents the sampled input space, and Y represents a sampled version of the output
space using the same sampling technique as the input space. We solve this by rounding up
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the output to the nearest sample point. Note that this results in a slight over-approximation
of the sampled function, so the results from Proposition 1 hold for δ̌. Scheduling using
the sampled exact version of the completion time function becomes an assignment prob-
lem, where each task is now assigned to a starting time-step. The program for finding a







s.t. σi,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j ∈ N (3.4)
xi,j ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ N, j ∈ t (3.5)
T∑
j=1








xi,j δ̌i,j ∀j ∈ N (3.8)
si − Ci −W (σi,j − 1) ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N (3.9)
σi,j + σj,i = 1 ∀i, j ∈ N. (3.10)
Program (3.3) has N(N − 1 + T ) variables, and N(N + 2) constraints. Thus, the exact
program is larger than the approximate program if T ≥ N . It is reasonable to assume
T ≥ N , as there would be no feasible schedule using the disjunctive constraints if there
were fewer times to start a task on than there were tasks.
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3.1.3 Example
Figure 3.1 shows the resulting schedules of the program (3.3) and the program (2.57)
with the addition of constraint (3.2) for a problem composed of the first three demonstration
functions as seen in Table 2.1. As not all of the demonstration functions are equivalent over
the entire prediction horizon, scheduling three tasks whose completion times are described
by the first three demonstration functions is a problem with nonuniform tasks.
(a) Exact Schedule
(b) Approximation Schedule (c) WCPT Schedule
Figure 3.1: The resulting schedules and assignments for the example of scheduling three
nonuniform tasks described by the first three demonstration functions.
3.1.4 Numerical results
Figure 3.9a shows the resulting makespans of scheduling elements of the powerset of
the set of demonstration functions. Figure 3.9b shows the time taken to compute the sched-
ules, and find both the WCPT approximation and the affine over-approximation. These two
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figures show the trade-off between the resulting scheduling feasibility and time to compute
the schedule over the three methods. Table 3.1 lists the task set combinations associated
with the trials in the figures.
(a) Minimum Makespans
(b) Execution Times
Figure 3.2: A comparison of the resulting execution times of the scheduling methods, and
their resulting makespans for problems with nonuniform tasks.
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Table 3.1: Task set combinations and their associated trial identifier for the numerical re-
sults of scheduling nonuniform tasks.
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Trial 1 2 3 4 5 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 2,3 2,4
Trial 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
Task Set 2,5 3,4 4,5 1,2,3 1,2,4 1,2,5 1,3,4 1,3,5 1,4,5 2,3,4 2,3,5
3.2 Task precedence
When a problem involves tasks that must complete in a partial order, the problem fea-
tures precedence relations between tasks. The scheduling of a job that can be broken down
into constituent series components is an example of a problem with precedence relations.
For our purposes, the precedence relations are thought of as a graph defined by the matrix
A ∈ {0, 1}NxN , where ai,j indicates the existence of an directed edge from vertex i to ver-
tex j, each of which represents that task. An edge between task i and task j indicates that
the completion time of task i must be at most the starting time of task j in any valid sched-
ule. In order for any scheduling problem with a given precedence graph to be feasible, the
resulting graph must not have any cycles, which includes self-loops. In these requirements
are met, the precedence graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG).
3.2.1 Modified MIP
For problems with precedence, we introduce a further constraint on the disjunctive
variable σi,j:
σi,j ≥ ai,j (3.11)
for all i 6= j and i, j ∈ N . In order to reduce a problem in the base problem class to
one with precedence constraints, the problem is treated as having no precedence relations
between tasks, ai,j = 0 for all i, j ∈ N . The precedence relations between tasks adds a
further N(N − 1) constraints.
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3.2.2 Example
Figure 3.4 shows the resulting schedules from a problem consisting of the first three
demonstration functions as seen in Table 2.1, and precedence relations between the tasks
determined by a graph show in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Precedence graph for the example of a problem with task precedence.
(a) Exact Schedule
(b) Approximation Schedule (c) WCPT Schedule
Figure 3.4: The resulting schedules and assignments for the example of scheduling three
nonuniform tasks described by the first three demonstration functions and precedence con-
straints described by the graph in Figure 3.3.
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3.2.3 Numerical results
A collection of maskepans and execution times for problems with precedence are pre-
sented in Figure 3.5. These values were generated using the powerset of the demonstration
functions, and for each element of the powerset, we created a set of problems consisting
of all possible DAGs of the member demonstration functions. Only the problems that are
feasible using the affine over-approximation are shown.
3.3 Multiple machines
When a problem involves more than one machine that can be used to complete tasks,
the problem features multiple machines. In cases where the machines are indistinguishable
in their completion time characteristics, the machines are uniform. The scheduling and as-
signment of application components to identical processors that are configured identically
is an example of a problem with uniform machines.
3.3.1 Modified MIP
For problems with multiple machines, we introduce introduce the processor assignment
enumeration for task i,
pi ∈M (3.12)
for all i ∈ N . For problems with multiple machines, we introduce an assignment variable
xj,k and another disjunctive variable εi,j , defined in the program by
xi,k =







Figure 3.5: A comparison of the resulting execution times of the scheduling methods, and
their resulting minimum makespans for problems with task precedence.




kxi,k ∀j ∈ N. (3.14)
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In order to enforce a machine-specific version of the no-overlap constraint, we introduce
an addition disjunctive boolean decision variable
εi,j =

1, pi < pj
0, otherwise
(3.15)
As tasks can now overlap as long as they are not on the same machine, we need to modify
the original disjunctive constraint (2.53) to an inequality,
σi,j + σj,i ≤ 1 ∀i 6= j ∈ N, (3.16)
and a similar constraint for the machine disjunctive variable,
εi,j + εj,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, (3.17)
which when combined with
εi,j + εj,i + σi,j + σj,i ≥ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, (3.18)
enforces the machine specific version of the no-overlap constraint.
In order for this constraint to work as desired, we need to enforce the definition of the
machine disjunctive variable, which is done with the constraints
pj − pi − εi,jM ≤ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j (3.19)
pj − pi − 1− (εi,j − 1)M ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j. (3.20)
The assignment of tasks to multiple machines introduces N(N +M) additional variables,
and 3N(N − 1) +N additional constraints. In order to reduce a problem in the base class
to one with multiple machines, set M = 1.
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3.3.2 Example
For an example of scheduling with uniform machines, consider the case where there
are two machines available to schedule a set of nonuniform tasks composed of all five of
the demonstration functions as seen in Table 2.1. The resulting schedules can be seen in
Figure 3.6.
(a) Exact Schedule
(b) Approximation Schedule (c) WCPT Schedule
Figure 3.6: The resulting schedules and assignments for the example of scheduling the five
demonstrations functions as nonuniform tasks onto two machines.
3.3.3 Numerical results
Figure 3.7 shows a comparison of makespans and execution times using the exact for-
mulation, WCPT approximation, and affine over-approximation for multiple machines.
These results are computed for the same set of problems as the precedence relation numer-
ical results, but with two, three, and four machines available, as seen in the first, second,
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and third rows respectively.
(a) Minimum Makespans (b) Execution Times
(c) Minimum Makespans (d) Execution Times
(e) Minimum Makespans (f) Execution Times
Figure 3.7: A comparison of the resulting execution times of the scheduling methods, and




When the problem involves multiple machines that provide different completion time
behavior for the same task, the problem features nonuniform machines. A processor schedul-
ing example would consist of multiple identical processors available that were clocked at
different rates. If the problem features nonuniform machines, we need to modify the com-
pletion time equation for each task within the program. The completion time of a given
task becomes a function of both the starting time and the machine assignment of the task.
The immediate modification would be to solve for an affine over-approximation for every
completion time function unique to task and machine, δi,k(t) for task i on machine k, and
then introduce the constraint
Ci = ki,pi,1si + ki,pi,2, (3.21)
where ki,pi,1, ki,pi,2 are the first and second coefficients, respectively, of the affine approxi-
mation for task i and its assigned machine pi as defined in (3.17). However, this constraint
on the completion time is non-convex, and thus not solvable using the mixed-integer pro-
gram in its current form. We introduce three alternative methods to solve the problem with
nonuniform machines.
3.4.1 Method 1
In the first method, we find one affine approximation over all machines for each task.
The mixed-integer programming completion time constraint then takes the form of
Ci = ki,1si + ki,2pi + ki,3. (3.22)
This is the simplest method in terms of the MIP program size. The error of this ap-
proximation is dependent upon the ordering of the tasks, which we can change without
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materially affecting the outcome, but the ordering must be shared amongst all tasks. Find-
ing such an ordering requires searching through all permutations of the machine ordering.
Finding the optimal ordering becomes intractable with large numbers of machines, so we
use a heuristic. We first findN candidate orderings, one for each task. The candidate order-
ing is determined by sorting the worst case processing times of that task on each machine.
We then solve for the ordering that yields approximations for each task with the lowest
total error. This method finds the optimal ordering from amongst N possible orderings, as
opposed to M ! possible orderings.
3.4.2 Method 2
In the second method, we find one slope for all machines, but a separate intercept. The
mixed-integer program completion time constraint then takes the form of





In the third method, we solve the entire problem sequentially, first solving for the sched-
ule of all possible assignments, and then searching for the best amongst those schedules.
The mixed-integer program completion time constraint then takes the form as stated in








where p is the assignment vector of machines. Unless otherwise constrained, the top level
optimization is a combinatorial search problem of size MN .
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3.4.4 Example
Consider the case of scheduling four uniform tasks on three machines whose behav-
iors are characterized by the first three demonstration functions as seen in Table 2.1. The
resulting schedules and approximations using each method can be seen in Figure 3.8.
(a) Exact Schedule (b) WCPT Schedule
(c) Method 1 Schedule (d) Method 2 Schedule
(e) Method 3 Schedule
Figure 3.8: The resulting schedules and assignments for the example of scheduling four




In a similar manner to the nonuniform task completion time numerical results, we
present in Figure 3.9 a comparison of the three methods for approximating nonuniform
machines, the WCPT method, and the exact method. The problem set over which these are
computed is the powerset of nonuniform machines, with five uniform tasks. However, the
five completion time functions are associated with machines as opposed to tasks, and all
tasks have the same completion time function for a given machine.
3.5 Heterogeneous machines
When a problem involves tasks that can only be assigned to a strict subset of the ma-
chines available, the problem has heterogeneous machines.
3.5.1 Modified MIP
If a problem features heterogeneous machines, determined by a typing tensor U , where
ui,k indicates that job i can be assigned to machine k, we introduce the constraint
xi,k ≤ ui,k ∀i ∈ N, k ∈M. (3.25)
When a problem has machines that are both nonuniform and heterogeneous, the constraint
(3.25) can be used in combination with (3.24) to reduce the size of the of the search set for
the outer optimization problems. There are also less approximations per task that need to
be found, as only the approximations on machines of the same types as a task are relevant.
Another method to model heterogeneous machines is by treating the completion time
for a task on a machine of a different type to be either infinite or the prediction horizon
with an infinitesimal increment. However, this does not allow us to constrain the problem




Figure 3.9: A comparison of the resulting execution times of the scheduling methods, and
their resulting minimum makespans for problems with multiple nonuniform machines.
3.6 Machine precedence
When the problem involves multiple machines and a limitation on what machines a task
can be assigned to based on what machines other tasks were assigned to and the precedence
relations between tasks, the problem involves machine precedence. The scheduling and
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assignment of processing and communication tasks on a grid of processors is an example
of a problem with machine precedence. In this example, consider the need to communicate
processing task results between processors. The communication of a processing task’s
results can be modelled as a task itself, but can only be assigned to links adjacent to the
processor the processing task is assigned to. This requirement is a machine precedence
relation, where the processor precedes the communication link. Unlike the task precedence
graph, the machine precedence graph can posses cycles as well as self-edges.
3.6.1 Modified MIP
If the problem features machine precedence, given in the form of an adjacency graph
B ∈ {0, 1}MxM , where bi,j indicates that machine i precedes machine j, we first introduce
the boolean decision variable
γi,j,h,k =

1, task i is assigned to machine h and task j is assigned to machine k
0, otherwise
(3.26)
which can be thought of as whether or not an edge shared between the two machines would
be utilized if the two tasks required it. The definition of this new variable is enforced with
the constraints
xi,h − γi,j,h,k ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, h, k ∈M (3.27)
xj,k − γi,j,h,k ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, h, k ∈M (3.28)
xi,h + xj,k − 1− γi,j,h,k ≤ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, h, k ∈M. (3.29)
A similar version of this decision variable formulation was first used in [21] for consid-
eration of active communications links for consideration of communication delays. The
new decision variable can then be used to ensure that the resulting assignment matches the
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requirements for the task precedence using the given machine precedence, enforced by the
constraint
ai,jγi,j,h,k ≤ bh,k ∀i, j ∈ N, h, k ∈M. (3.30)
Machine precedence introduces N2M2 variables and 4N2M2 constraints. A problem with
multiple machines can be reduced to a problem with machine precedence by making all
machines precede all other machines, bh,k = 1 for all h, k ∈M . Note that this is similar to
reducing a problem in the base problem class to one with precedence between tasks.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY: SATELLITE CONSTELLATION
For a case study, consider a constellation of satellites orbiting a celestial body com-
posed of multiple orbital planes that have an application to process amongst the onboard
processors of the constellation. An example of such a constellation is SpaceX’s Starlink, a
communication constellation speculated to have inter-satellite links used to provide broad-
band internet access across the Earth [34].
Figure 4.1: Orbital planes of the Starlink initial phase. Figure is publicly available on
Wikipedia[35].
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Let us instead consider a constellation of Earth Observation Satellites (EOS) that are
searching for particular features within the images captured onboard the satellites of the
Earth’s surface, and thus must compute a object identification application. An example of
an application for such a purpose is IARPA’s Function Map of the World, a deep neural
network based image detector [36]. The distribution of such deep neural-networks, which
has been studied by Teerapittayanon for training purposes [37] with promising results, can
provide an efficient breakdown of the detector into component tasks. So, the application
in question can be decomposed into a set of tasks with precedence relations, with each
task having an output. The constellation features inter-satellite links for the purpose of
passing messages containing these outputs, allowing the application to be spread amongst
the constellation. We want to find a schedule and assignment for the application on the
constellation that minimizes makespan. The realized latency of the system could be signif-
icantly decreased if multiple satellites within the constellation could be utilized to process
the application. In this case, scheduling towards that end would require accounting for
the time-varying nature of the cross-plane inter-satellite links. If one were to use a simple
scheduling method, the results might fail to utilize the additional satellites in the constel-
lation to the detriment of the makespan of the application, as we will demonstrate in the
example of this case study.
4.1 Modelling parameters
The main focus of this case study is accounting for the time-varying links connect-
ing the satellites. Therefore, we focus our modelling of the problem on representing a
compelling example of the behavior of these inter-satellite links. The defining parameters
of the case study are divided into three categories. The first category is the defining or-
bital elements of the constellation. The second category is the application breakdown into
composite tasks. The third category is the onboard processor and inter-satellite link char-
acteristics, meant to represent an abstraction of the hardware specifications. Specifically,
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the channel bandwidth and effective power to noise ratio for the inter-satellite links. For
estimating the completion time of passing a message of a given size over an inter-satellite
link, we only consider the theoretical maximum capacity of the channel underlying the link
as a function of physical parameters. The resulting time required to pass a message over
the links represents a lower-bound on the amount of time required to pass the message. The
actual amount of time may also change in real circumstances based on the computer net-
working paradigm in use, but for a dedicated circuit, the actual time will be proportional.
For our case, consider the message size to be proportional to the actual message size in
order to compensate for the computer network configuration induced delays. We assume
that the proportion is invariant across tasks and machines.
4.1.1 Orbits
In this case study, we base the orbital parameters of the satellite constellation off of
the Starlink constellation as described by Handley [34]. Specifically, we consider a con-
stellation consisting of multiple planes of satellites, where the planes are differentiated by
longitude of the ascending node, and the satellites within each plane are differentiated by
argument of periapsis. The orbits that compose this constellation are circular, and thus
the altitude of any satellite within the constellation is constant and equivalent to any other
within the constellation. In modelling the orbits for the case study, we use the toolbox
Poliastro [38].
4.1.2 Inter-satellite link existence
For the purposes of our case study, we assume the inter-satellite links within this con-
stellation to be line-of-sight (LOS). Thus, in order to determine whether or not two satel-
lites are connected, we consider whether or not the direct path between the two satellites
in question intersects the celestial body. In modelling the problem for scheduling, we only
consider links that exist for the entirety of the time window of interest. When the orbital
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planes are composed of circular orbits, the existence of a given link at a given point in time
can be found knowing the distance between satellites and the altitude of the constellation.
If the inter-satellite distance is greater than 2
√
r2s −R2, where rs is the orbital radius of
the satellites, and R is the radius of the celestial body, then the inter-satellite direct path
intercepts a spherical approximation of the celestial body, and thus the inter-satellite link
does not exist. There could be several methods to solve problems in which the existence of
inter-satellite links is dynamic, however that is beyond the scope of this work.
4.1.3 Inter-satellite link capacity
The capacity of the inter-satellite links varies as a function of the distance between the
satellites. For two satellites connected by and inter-satellite link in two different orbital
planes, the distance of the satellites will vary throughout the orbital period, and therefore
the capacity of the inter-satellite link will vary throughout the orbital period. Using a
simplified path loss model as found in Goldsmith [39], the capacity of a channel is






where d is the path length, B is the bandwidth of the channel, Pt is the transmit power, K
is the free-space path loss w.r.t. one unit of d, and γ is the path-loss exponent.
For our purposes, the maximum information that can be transmitted over a link during
time interval [t0, t1] with a given time-varying channel capacity C(t) as found by using a





Thus, the earliest possible time to complete the passing a message of size S, starting at time
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For this case study, di,j(t) is the distance between two communicating satellites i and j,
given as:
di,j(t) = ‖pi(t)− pj(t)‖2, (4.5)
where pi(t), pj(t) are the positions of satellite i and j in the earth centered inertial frame at
time t. In this case study, the hardware underlying the inter-satellite links is uniform across
the constellation, so the capacity of the inter-satellite link between satellites i and j at time
t becomes






using a simplification of γ = 2 and K = 1. Thus, the time it would take to pass the results













With the above, we can find the time at which a message passing operation of size S would
be complete on the inter-satellite link between satellites i and j.
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4.2 Conversion to scheduling problem
In order to solve the scheduling problem for the satellite constellation case study, we
need to not only schedule the processing of the constituent tasks of the application, but
also the message passing of task outputs between assigned machines. In order to accom-
plish this, we treat the inter-satellite links as machines and the passing of outputs between
processing tasks as tasks themselves. Therefore, the scheduling problem has precedence re-
lated tasks without unit processing time that must be scheduled and assigned to nonuniform
and heterogeneous machines with machine precedence.
Initially, we know the orbital elements of the satellites, a time window of interest, the
application to be scheduled with its component tasks, the estimated times to execute those
tasks on the satellites, and the task output sizes.
In formulating the scheduling problem, there are five significant steps. First, we need to
find the paths of the satellites during the scheduling window. Second, we need to determine
which of the inter-satellite links are relevant during the scheduling window. Third, we need
to find how the parameters of the relevant inter-satellite links vary during the window.
Fourth, we need to define the completion time functions of both the new processing and
communication tasks. Finally, we need to construct a new precedence graph incorporating
the communications tasks.
We first propagate the satellites throughout the time window in order to determine their
positions. Once the positions are known, the properties of the inter-satellite links can be
determined. For our case, we only check that the link does not intersect the celestial body
that the constellation orbits. Once we know the extant links, we can construct a machine
precedence graph. We also construct a modified task precedence graph, including the com-
munication tasks. We must determine the correct machine and task typing tensor to match
communication tasks to links and processing tasks to processors. Finally, we must com-
pute the sampled completion time functions for the tasks, using our model of inter-satellite
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channel capacity for communication tasks, and constant processing time for the processors.
If we cannot find the completion time, we assume it to be outside of the window of interest
and set it to be marginally greater than the length of the window.
Since the problem has nonuniform machines, we must use one of the three methods
presented in Section 3.4 in order to solve for a schedule using the approximation. For
this case study, we use the third method. We do this because the first two methods do not
approximate well in the presence of a large number of machines where the best isolated
approximation is equivalent to the worst case processing time approximation. The program
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s.t. si ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ N
sj − Ci −W (σi,j − 1) ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
σi,j + σj,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
Ci ≤ H ∀i ∈ N
Ci = k1si + k2 ∀i ∈ N




kxi,k ∀i ∈ N
εi,j + εj,i ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
εi,j + εj,i + σi,j + σj,i ≥ 1 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
pj − pi − εi,jM ≤ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
pj − pi − 1− (εi,j − 1)M ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j
xi,k ≤ ui,k ∀i ∈ N, k ∈M
xi,h − γi,j,h,k ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, h, k ∈M
xj,k − γi,j,h,k ≥ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, i 6= j, h, k ∈M
xi,h + xj,k − 1− γi,j,h,k ≤ 0 ∀i, j ∈ N, h, k ∈M
ai,jγi,j,h,k ≤ bh,k ∀i, j ∈ N, h, k ∈M,
(4.9)
which is a combination of constraints as presented thus far. The total number of constraints
of this program is N(2NM2 + 2(N − 1)M2 + 8N − 3), where N is the number of tasks to
be scheduled, and M is the number of machines to be scheduled on. There are N(N(M2 +
2) +M + 1) variables, of which N(N(M2 + 2) +M) are integer variables. Using method
three, the size of the search set for the outer program is MN , so without constraints the
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program is computed MN times. However, we can constrain the programs to be computed
by translating the constraints on x into the choice of p. The number of tasks in terms of the
case study parameters is N = |Vapp|+ |Eapp|, where Vapp is the vertex set of the precedence
graph of the application andEapp is the edges set of the precedence graph of teh application.
The number of machines in terms of the case study parameters is M = 2S +L, where S is
the number of satellites and L is the number of inter-satellite links. In order to solve this,
the quadratic program (2.46) must be solved over the approximation window first, which
grows in the number of constraints linearly with the number of time samples.
4.3 Example
Consider two planes of one satellite each, orbiting the Earth at an altitude of 12756 km
and inclination of 53 degrees. The time window of interest is 10 minutes, which corre-
sponds to roughly 1
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Figure 4.2: Visualization of the paths and relevant physical parameters of the case study
example constellation.
We consider scheduling an application composed of three tasks related by a graph as
shown in Figure 4.3, and the values of the application parameters are listed in Table 4.1.
The values of the inter-satellite link parameters are listed in Table 4.2. The self-loop
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Table 4.1: Case Study: Application Parameters
Parameter Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
Processing Time (min) 2.239 1.983 2.079
Output Size (KB) 0.333 0 0
Figure 4.3: Breakdown of application into tasks and precedence relations.
Table 4.2: Case Study: Link Parameters
Parameter Value
Bandwidth (kHz) 536
Transmit Power to Noise Ratio 10000
Self-Loop Distance (km) 200
distance is the distance in kilometers used to calculate the link capacity between a given
satellite and itself for purposes of computing communication task machine parameters.
Once we have converted this to a scheduling problem using the process described in
Section 4.2, we are left with 5 tasks and 5 machines. The three additional machines repre-
sent the links between processors. Machine 3 is the self-loop for the first satellite onboard
processor, represented by Machine 1, and Machine 5 is the same for Machine 2. Machine
4 represents the inter-satellite link between the two satellites, connecting Machine 1 and
Machine 2. The two additional tasks represent message passing of the processing task out-
puts. Task 4 represents the message that must be passed between the machine Task 1 is
assigned to and the machine Task 2 is assigned to, while Task 5 represents the same for
Task 1 and Task 3. The new precedence graph relating these five tasks are shown in Figure
4.4a. The corresponding approximations and completion times of the two message passing
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tasks across the three communications links are shown in Figure 4.4b.
(a) Task Precedence Graph
(b) Completion Time
Figure 4.4: Case study conversion task precedence graph and completion time functions.
Note how the completion time has a step where the solution for the exact completion time
is no longer within the scheduling window.
The resulting schedules when using the WCPT approximation and the affine over-
approximation resulting from Method 3 are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The
schedules are shown in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b.
Table 4.3: Case Study: WCPT Schedule
Task 1 2 3 4 5
Start Time (min) 0 2.249 4.231 2.239 2.249
Machine 2 2 2 5 5
Table 4.4: Case Study: Affine Schedule
Task 1 2 3 4 5
Start Time (min) 0 2.249 4.231 2.239 2.249
Machine 0 1 0 4 3
The resulting makespans are listed in Table 4.5. As expected, the WCPT makespan is
greater the affine over-approximation makespan.
Also, note the difference in which machines are utilized by the two schedules. The




Figure 4.5: Visualization of the case study example schedules.




the schedule generated with the affine over-approximation uses both of the satellites. If
these schedules were converted to ordered assignments, the makespan of using the affine
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over-approximation would be likely be even lesser than using the WCPT approximation




In this thesis, we have presented a framework for scheduling in time-varying envi-
ronments. The framework is composed of a representation for completion time behavior,
an approximation method for such behavior, and a mixed-integer program to solve for a
schedule using the approximation. By scheduling using our approximation method instead
of the WCPT approximation, we have access to a larger number of feasible problems for
the base problem class. For certain more complex problems, the resulting schedule using
our approximation method can still yield improvement over the WCPT approximation as
well as providing a tractable scheme when the exact solution is intractable, as shown by the
numerical results in Chapter 3. This can also be seen for practical problems, such as in the
satellite constellation case study we presented, where scheduling using the approximation
method leads to a materially different outcome.
The results from this thesis can be extended in a number of ways. Approximation and
scheduling methods that make use of higher-order convex polynomials in order to better ap-
proximate the completion time function can provide significant improvement over the first-
order affine approximation presented. The results with relation to minimizing makespan
as the optimality criterion should also be applicable to other completion time based ob-
jectives, such as minimizing lateness. A method can be found to schedule for a problem
with a set of independent, cyclic real-time tasks. For the satellite constellation case study,
a closed-form solution for the positions can be found, and thus communication completion
time functions. Also, for the case study, situations in which the satellite operations are
scheduled may also be of interest, such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling for on-
board processors that vary with the exposure of the satellite to sunlight. Finally, extension
of the scheduling method introduced in this thesis to other applications involving groups of
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networked vehicles, such as a group of UAVs, holds promise.
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